[Breast Cancer Survival: Clinical andPathological Prognostic Factors Analysis].
Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in women in Mexico, is a heterogeneous disease, and knowledge of prognostic factors are critical in making treatment decisions. determine the overall survival (OS) and disease-free survival (DFS) at 5 years, analyzed by risk groups. Patients diagnosed with breast treated at the Institute of Breast Diseases FUCAM from July 2005 to December 2014 were included. Simple frequencies were used for analysis of the general characteristics, and 5- year OS and DFS were analyzed using Kaplan-Meier curves. A subset analysis of the clinical stage and comparing survival in those patients diagnosed by mammography screening program was performed. 4,902 patients with breast cancer were included, general clinical and pathological features are described and 3,762 patients were included for analysis of 5-year OS and DFS. The average age at diagnosis was 53.7 years; 13.3% were <40 years, which deleteriously reflects on the supervivencia global 76 vs 84% in >40. At diagnosis predominated locally advanced stages (45%), OS and DFS at 5 years was 96.8 ± 0.6% and 93.4%±0.9 respectively for early stages, 74.6 ± 1.7% and 68.7 ± 2% for locally advanced and 35.9 ± 5.1% and 37.4 ± 10.3% for metastatic tumors. Women diagnosed in the screening program had significantly better OS and DFS compared with symptomatic patients (95 and 93% vs 79 and 77%). For biological subtypes, OS and DFS was 89 and 84% for luminal, 81 and 81% for luminal Her +, 74 and 78% for pure Her 2, and 69 and 73% for triple negative. Knowledge of the prognostic factors that affect survival of patients with breast cancer is essential for categorizing risk groups and to individualize treatment in order to improve life expectancy.